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NEXT

Internal Schematic for the NEXT-White
High-Pressure Xenon TPC

Monrabal, F. et al., “The Next White  (NEW) detector,”. 
JINST 13 (2018) 12, P12010. DOI:10.1088/1748-
0221/13/12/P12010

§ The NEXT collaboration uses a High-Pressure Xenon
(HPGXe) TPC with an electroluminescence (EL) region to
convert particle tracks into light which is wavelength
shifted (WLS), collected, and analyzed.

§ Using this technology, NEXT is looking for neutrinoless
double beta decay (0νββ) via event energy and topology.



Barium Tagging for 0𝜈𝛽𝛽
• A way to reduce 𝛾-ray backgrounds is 

to identify the daughter Ba ion made 
when 136Xe decays. 
• Identification of Ba ion plus ~1% 

FWHM energy measurement would 
give a background-free experiment.
• The NEXT collaboration is currently 

exploring the use of custom barium 
sensitive molecules to fluoresce while 
chelated with Ba!! via Single 
Molecule Fluorescence Imaging 
(SMFI).
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• NEXT Barium Tagging would provide a 
substantial increase in sensitivity 
improvement through combination of 
signal efficiency increase and 
background reductions 
(assuming high efficiency barium tag can be achieved) 

Sensitivity of a 1-tonne Detector

C. Adams, NEXT Collaboration, “ Sensitivity of a 
tonne-scale NEXT detector for neutrinoless double 
beta decay searches,” [physics.ins-det] [2005.06467]
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Ionic Charge State in 
Liquid and Gas

P. Novella. NEXT Collaboration, “Measurement of 
radon-induced backgrounds in the NEXT double 
beta decay experiment,”. JHEP. 2018, 112 (2018)

Higher ionizationà
density present in alpha 
decays lead to higher 
electron recombination.

β-decay recombination 
rate is suppressed. 
Leading to dominance of 
2+ charge state of 
barium following double 
beta decay

J.B. Albert, EXO-200 Collaboration, “ Measurements 
of the ion fraction and mobility of 𝛼 − and 𝛽 −
decay products in liquid xenon using the EXO-20-
detector,” Phys. Rev. C 92, 045504
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detector,” Phys. Rev. C 92, 045504

Band and Time –
Resolved Scintillation 
for Alpha and Beta 
Particles in Xenon, as 
a Function of 
Pressure and Electric 
Field

– Sara Leardini
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SMFI: Single Molecule Fluorescence Imaging

Dye

Ba++

Receptor

• A non-fluorescent molecule becomes fluorescent (or vice versa) upon chelation 
with an incident ion.

• Biochemistry technique that can demonstrate single-ion resolution.

Signature ‘single-step’ fluorescent 
trajectory indicating individual ions.

A.D . McDonald, et al. (NEXT Collaboration), “Demonstration 
of Single-Barium-Ion Sensitivity for Neutrinoless Double-
Beta Decay Using Single-Molecule Fluorescence Imaging.” 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120,132504. 26 March 2018

D.R. Nygren, “Concept to adapt SMFI for Ba tagging”, 
J.Phys. Conf. Ser. 650 (2015) no.1, 012002

Ba
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Each dot is a single Ba ion.

A.D . McDonald, et al. (NEXT Collaboration), “Demonstration of 
Single-Barium-Ion Sensitivity for Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay 
Using Single-Molecule Fluorescence Imaging.” Phys. Rev. Lett. 
120,132504. 26 March 2018
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Nature Sci Rep 9, 15097 (2019)

Fluorescein does not shine dry

A new 
approach is 
the use of a 
crown ether in 
charge of 
capturing 
Hydrogen

Deprotonation of 
carboxylic acids is 
required to accept 
the ion

Nature 583, 48-54 (2020)

ACS Sensors 6, 1, 192-202 (2021)

Dry sensing problems with 
FLUO group
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Dry barium ion detection

Custom turn-on molecular 
design for selectivity and 
sensitivity

Resolved individual 𝐁𝐚𝟐(ion in dry environment

à An international program of barium 
R&D has been initiated within NEXT

P. Thappa, N.K. Byrnes et al., “Demonstration of Selective 
Single-Barium Ion Detection with Dry Diazacrown Ether 
Naphthalimide Turn-on Chemosensors,” ACS Sensors 
2021 6 (1), 192-202. DOI: 10.1021/acssensors.0c02104
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In-vacuo reaction of bi-color sensor

• Color shifting technique rather than an off and 
on sensing

• Switches from green to blue upon chelation; 
filter removes green light background allowing 
fluorescence separation

I. Rivilla et al., “Fluorescent bicolour sensor for low-
background neutrinoless double 𝛽 decay experiments,” 
Nature 583, 48-54 (2020).
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High Pressure Microscopy 

Microscope objective 
[modified to allow 
pressurizing]

• Single barium ion has been imaged over 
mm) surface area in 10 bar xenon gas.
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High Pressure Microscopy 
Single Ion Images in HPGXe

10 bar xenon gas

Ba++ ion / 10 bar xenon
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Ion Transport using 
RF Carpets

B.J.P. Jones, et al., “The dynamics of ions on phased radio-
frequency carpets in high pressure gases and application 
for barium tagging in xenon gas time projection 
chambers,” [arXiv:2109.05902]

• One possible concept for ion 
collection from a large cathode 
plane is through concentration 
with RF carpets
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Ion Transport using 
RF Carpets

B.J.P. Jones, et al., “The dynamics of ions on phased radio-
frequency carpets in high pressure gases and application 
for barium tagging in xenon gas time projection 
chambers,” 

Preliminary simulations and calculations have 
investigated RF carpet transport at 10 bar.
Experimental work is underway within the NEXT 
collaboration for RFC in 0νββ detectors.
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• In order to achieve sensitivities to 10"# years to 0νββ, background radiation 
must be suppressed to <1 ct ton yr.
• One of the most promising techniques is Ba Tagging, or identifying the Ba 

daughter produced during a double beta decay via Single Molecule 
Fluorescent Imaging
• If coupled with energy discrimination techniques, this could reduce our 

backgrounds to zero, an unprecedented feat in signal sensitivity.
• This is part of a rigorous R&D program across the NEXT collaboration to 

realize a high-pressure gas Ba tagging TPC.

Conclusions



Questions?
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Backup Slides
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Neutrinos 𝜈
• Very small mass
• No electric charge
• Hardly interact with matter

Particle (behaves like matter) & 
Antiparticle (behaves like antimatter)

*Only SM particle that may 
behave as a Majorana fermion.

Matter Antimatter
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Double-Beta Decay
• Known calibration 

tool
• Occurs with different 

isotopes
• 𝑇 ≈ 10!"#$! 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

• Can only happen if 
neutrinos are its own 
antiparticle

• Prove neutrinos are 
Majorana fermions

2𝝂𝜷𝜷

𝟎𝝂𝜷𝜷

• Experiment designed to have an energy resolved to <2% 
FWHM

• Background events are detected in this process, primarily 
from gamma rays from 214Bi and 208Tl decay

• At 2.4MeV, the 0𝜈𝛽𝛽 signal can be obscured by any 
other process occurring in the energy range of interest.
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• In biological imaging, fluorescent dyes are used to tag
specific ions in cells, primarily calcium

• By using Single Molecule Fluorescence Imaging (SMFI)
these ions can be imaged at the single molecule level

We are applying these techniques to 
tagging the Barium Daughter of 136Xe 
double beta decay.

Mattheyses, A. L., Simon, S. M., & Rappoport, J. Z. (2010). 
Imaging with total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy 
for the cell biologist. Journal of cell science, 123(Pt 21), 3621–
3628. doi:10.1242/jcs.056218

Single Molecule Fluorescence Imaging

Individual Fluo-4 + Ca molecule imaged at UTA

Cells, focused on the plasma membrane, in EPI and TIRF modes


